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Summary
Several vendors are accelerating efforts to offer cloud-delivered IGA, improve analytics and align
with PAM products. Security and risk management leaders responsible for IAM should be aware
of functional differences and trade-offs between on-premises and cloud-delivered IGA and plan
accordingly.

Strategic Planning Assumptions
By 2019, more than half of identity governance and administration (IGA) vendors will have
significant IGA capabilities available as a service, up from less than 10% in 2016.

By 2019, more than 30% of new IGA deployments will be service-based, up from less than 5% in
2016.

Market Definition/Description
IGA tools manage digital identity and access rights across multiple systems. To accomplish this,
IGA tools aggregate and correlate disparate identity and access rights data that is distributed
throughout the IT landscape to enhance control over user access. This aggregated data serves
as the basis for core IGA functions including identity life cycle and entitlements management,
access requests, workflow orchestration, access certification, fulfilment via automated
connectors and service tickets, reporting, and analytics. IGA also provides a number of ancillary
functions, including role and policy management and auditing. Vendors in this Magic Quadrant
have solutions delivered as software or as a service (see "Definition: Identity Governance and
Administration" ).

The IGA market has reached the point of maturity where the vast majority of vendors in the wider
market can fulfill all of the needs of most common use cases — this is certainly true for all
vendors covered in this Magic Quadrant. The basic functionality associated with core capabilities
is delivered in a relatively consistent manner by products in the market. Most differentiation
among products is found in ancillary capabilities.

Every vendor covered in this Magic Quadrant delivers IGA capabilities as on-premises software,
some vendors also have other IGA options delivered as a service. When evaluating the Ability to
Execute — specifically the product/service evaluation criterion, the focus was on the most
capable IGA offering from the vendor, which in every case except for Saviynt was the on-
premises version. Generally, when vendors offer a cloud version, they offer a subset of the
capabilities seen in their on-premises version.
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Vendor Strengths and Cautions

AlertEnterprise

California-based AlertEnterprise offers its flagship Enterprise Guardian suite of products that has
the ability to extend beyond traditional identity and access management (IAM) for logical assets
toward areas of physical security and operational technology (OT), including visitor management,
physical access control systems (PACSs), card badging, and interfaces to supervisory control
and data acquisition (SCADA) industrial control systems. The platform also includes threat and
risk behavioral analytics by combining identity information with user activity feeds, such as
access to internal computer systems outside of an employee's work hours.



The AlertEnterprise platform has a range of vertical offerings aimed at financial services, oil and
gas, utilities, chemicals, pharmaceuticals, and other regulated industries that make up a large
percentage of its customer base, followed by airports and government agencies. Recently, the
company has added integration with its mobile credentialing platform, data
cleaning/reconciliation capabilities across logical and physical domains, and an Internet of
Things (IoT) identity model.

STRENGTHS

A clear focus on critical infrastructure industries and the integration of IAM and OT continue to
give AlertEnterprise unique standing among all vendors in the IGA market.

AlertEnterprise provides multiple industry-specific content packs to aid deployment, consisting
of workflows, policies, request categories, reports and dashboards.

It has a strong vertical focus, spending considerable R&D funds on the development of
features pertinent to specific industries and regulatory frameworks.

CAUTIONS

Buyers should be vigilant about verifying that their future IGA plans align with AlertEnterprise's
roadmap, because it is focused on IT/OT integration, rather than more general IGA trends.

Enterprise Guardian's support for the identity life cycle capability is below average, requiring
significant assembly for common scenarios such as contractor management and multiple HR
systems.

It is challenging to find experienced talent for AlertEnterprise's solution, and prospective buyers
will have very limited options outside of working with AlertEnterprise's professional services.

Atos (Evidian)

Atos, headquartered in France, offers Evidian Identity Governance and Administration (IGA 10) as
a software product. In the past year, Atos has merged components of Atos' DirX solution into a
converged Evidian solution; created an IT/OT bridge; integrated with privileged access
management (PAM) solutions from CyberArk and Wallix and with IT service support
management (ITSSM) solutions from ServiceNow; and forged new partnerships to extend its
geographical reach in North America.

Manufacturing and natural resources; utilities; healthcare; and banking, securities and insurance
make up the largest part of Atos' IGA customers, followed by government. Three-quarters of its
customers are in Europe, followed by the Middle East, Africa and Japan.

STRENGTHS

Evidian's IGA, web access management (WAM) and enterprise single sign-on (ESSO) products
are more tightly integrated than any other IGA suite product in the market, making it a good
choice for organizations that wish to pursue both IGA and WAM concurrently.

Atos has an expansive vision to extend its product beyond traditional IGA uses and to serve IoT
use cases for regulated industries that are joining physical security and OT efforts.

Atos provides additional out-of-the box features around self-registration, identity proofing and
social media integration that make it suitable for managing customer identities.

CAUTIONS



Atos' brand awareness and marketing efforts outside of Europe have been inadequate and
need to be improved to be able to grow in a crowded market.

Evidian's support for access certification is mainly geared toward campaigns for updating user
attributes. Support for the most common entitlement-driven campaign types, such as those
based on applications and the organization chart, requires customization.

Atos' IGA revenue growth is below the market average.

CA Technologies

New York-based CA Technologies offers the CA Identity Suite, which includes the CA Identity
Portal as a common user interface for two distinct products, CA Identity Manager (provisioning)
and CA Identity Governance (governance). CA also offers a separate cloud-based solution with
some IGA capabilities called CA Identity Service.

CA Technologies is a major vendor in the IAM space and offers an extensive suite of enterprise
security products. The acquisition of IdMlogic in 2015 and continued investment into the product
has reinvigorated CA's IGA solution after several years of relatively low levels of innovation. CA
has recently released enhanced performance metrics analysis and a simplified deployment
model. Its customer base spans all major industries, with a particularly deep presence in
banking, securities and insurance; government; and utilities.

STRENGTHS

CA is making improvements in ease of deployment, a significant weakness in the past, with its
virtual appliance quick deployment tool, Deployment Xpress and a marketplace featuring
preconfigured, pluggable scenario templates.

CA Identity Manager is very scalable — the solution is used in large, consumer-facing
deployments.

Synergies between its IGA solution and its portfolio of other security and IAM products make it
appealing to customers that view the vendor as a strategic partner.

CAUTIONS

While recent product improvements have translated to higher customer satisfaction scores for
the product, this is not yet the case for support and maintenance, for which customer
satisfaction scores remain in the lowest quartile of all vendors — while still positive overall.

There is no central console for defining audit policies — even segregation of duties (SOD)
policy definition is handled inconsistently. The concept of case management to resolve audit
issues is not supported directly, so workflow and access certification must be used as
alternatives.

While the new version of its IGA solution is compelling for new customers, existing customers
may face a challenging upgrade path from older versions.

While CA Technologies has integrated its IGA solution with its own PAM solution, there is no
out-of-the-box integration with products from other PAM vendors.

Core Security

Core Security is headquartered in the state of Georgia. It offers the Core Access Assurance Suite
(AAS), consisting of several modules that can be licensed separately. The Core Access Insight
product can be deployed on top of incumbent IGA solutions from other vendors to provide



detailed identity and access intelligence through analytics. Core Security has a strong standing
with enterprises of up to 25,000 users, and retains many clients in regulated industries with
requirements in governance, auditing and analytics.

Core Security chose to not participate and did not provide supplemental information requested
for this Magic Quadrant report, nor did it provide a list of reference clients. However, Core
Security briefed Gartner on its business, vision, product strategy and go-to-market strategy.
Therefore, Gartner's analysis is based on this briefing, information in the public domain — such
as company websites, press releases, reference material, publications and case studies — and
credible reports from independent industry sources. Gartner also used information from Gartner
Peer Insights, and factual information gathered as a normal part of its independent inquiry and
advisory business, ensuring that no confidential agreements were breached.

The company continues to experience significant disruption as it transforms many aspects of its
strategy and operations. In February 2015, Courion was acquired by K1 Investment Management,
which subsequently acquired Bay31, Core Security, Damballa and SecureReset and merged all
companies under the brand Core Security. In the previous iteration of the IGA Magic Quadrant,
Gartner had assumed that the disruption to Courion would only be temporary. However, it has
now emerged that Core Security's main focus has shifted to becoming a cybersecurity company
with a unified solution that leverages real-time security intelligence, IAM and vulnerability
management to provide actionable insight into threats and support detection and response.
While this puts Core Security in a unique position among all vendors in this Magic Quadrant,
several aspects of its vision and execution ratings have suffered in comparison to last year as
the company rebuilds itself, and this is responsible for its move from the Visionaries quadrant
into the Niche Players quadrant.

Gartner estimates that more than one-third of Core Security's IGA customers are in healthcare;
followed by banking, securities and insurance; and manufacturing and natural resources. Most of
its customers are in North America, followed by Europe, and a small percentage in the Middle
East and the Asia/Pacific region.

STRENGTHS

Core Security is the only IGA vendor that has successfully delivered on the vision to provide
actionable insight through real-time security intelligence and response — something that has
been identified by several other IGA vendors as part of their future vision.

The acquisition of Bay31 provided Core Security with a powerful analytics engine to use as a
foundation for an aggressive shift in emphasis from administration to real-time security
analytics.

Core Security has renewed its focus on customer success and has introduced the concept of a
"customer success manager" who — without revenue and quota responsibility — is assigned to
customers and acts as their advocate.

CAUTIONS

The purchase of Courion, the merger with other acquired companies and then the rebranding
to Core Security have created anxiety in the legacy Courion customer base regarding the
company's and product's direction, focus and commitment to the IGA market.



Customer feedback regarding satisfaction with Core Security's IGA solution and its ability to
support deployments has taken a sharp downturn following the disruptive acquisition, and it
has not yet recovered.

A rich design environment for role definition is hampered by policies that are defined
separately from roles through a matrix table mechanism that does not provide a preview of
policy changes.

Dell Technologies (RSA)

Massachusetts-based RSA, formerly The Security Division of EMC, is now part of Dell
Technologies and offers its IGA solution RSA Identity Governance and Lifecycle as software or as
a service. The solution consists of several modules that are licensed separately. It is a good fit
for organizations with heavy governance requirements. RSA has customers across all major
industry verticals, primarily in North America, followed by Europe. Within the past year, RSA has
integrated its IGA solution with PAM solutions from several vendors and improved its risk scoring
capabilities and automated fulfillment (provisioning).

While the product remains capable, organizational changes have caused a downturn in customer
satisfaction scores, forcing RSA to lag in comparison to last year, resulting in its new position in
the Niche Players quadrant.

STRENGTHS

RSA's brand depth in security and its strong IGA offering, combined with the Archer tool's
dominance of the governance, risk and compliance (GRC) market, create strong product
synergies for organizations facing heavy regulatory compliance obligations.

RSA has created a partner ecosystem and a partner-first strategy, which will help it both sell
and deliver IGA solutions more broadly and with more consistency than in previous years.

The vendor has the highest-rated product for the small or midsize business use case in the
respective Critical Capabilities for the third straight year.

CAUTIONS

Although customers are positive in their descriptions of the product, their satisfaction with
RSA's support and maintenance still ranks in the bottom quartile of vendors included in this
research.

Multiple rebrandings of the product over the past few years, from Aveksa to RSA Via Lifecycle
and Governance, now to RSA Identity Governance and Lifecycle have caused confusion among
customers.

The product is difficult to customize — it works best when organizations can deploy the
solution by adapting to the way it is designed, rather than trying to do extensive customizing.

IBM

New York-based IBM offers the IBM Security Identity Governance and Intelligence (IBM IGI) suite
as software or as a service. The solution consists of several modules that can be licensed
separately. IBM is a good choice for large organizations with complex processes that need
automation and governance capabilities, and that are willing to invest in significant professional
services. In the past year, IBM has introduced business-activity-based certification in its IGA
solution, and improved the user interface for business users and administrators.



One-fifth of its customers are in banking, securities and insurance, with the rest evenly
distributed across all other industry verticals. IBM's IGA customers are widely spread across the
globe.

STRENGTHS

IGI's business activity model uses application-specific content for linking business processes
and controls with entitlements, which has become a valuable differentiator for customers
looking for more application-specific intelligence than is typically provided by IGA solutions.

The vendor's large, global presence allows products to be sold and supported effectively
virtually everywhere.

IBM uses strong and consistent messaging that positions IAM as part of a comprehensive
approach to security. Clients that choose this strategy can leverage synergies between IBM's
IGA solution and other security products in IBM's portfolio.

CAUTIONS

IBM's pricing model, often based on user value units (UVUs), is opaque, and Gartner has heard
from clients that it causes confusion, especially in deals involving multiple types of user
constituencies (such as employees and students). Gartner clients are advised to contact
Gartner for pricing reviews.

The product provides a flexible framework for SOD policy analysis and enforcement, but it is
not applied consistently. There is no general-purpose auditing framework, and most auditing
scenarios require creation and scheduling of scripted rules that could trigger custom
workflows.

Although IBM can now deliver the solution as a preintegrated virtual appliance, there are still
multiple components that require distinct administration activities.

Micro Focus (NetIQ)

U.K.-based Micro Focus offers its NetIQ Identity Manager and Identity Governance (formerly
Access Review) software solutions with several optional modules. NetIQ's products should
especially appeal to organizations that are looking for a flexible solution that provides the ability
to scale over time with strong automation and provisioning capabilities. In September 2016,
Micro Focus announced its intent to merge with Hewlett Packard Enterprise's Software Business
Segment. Micro Focus previously sold a version of SailPoint's governance product under an OEM
agreement as NetIQ Access Governance Suite (AGS), but has recently terminated that agreement
and focused on improving the capabilities of its Identity Governance solution to replace the AGS
functionality — although Identity Governance is not yet at the same functional level as AGS. This
change has had a slightly negative effect on the vendor's Ability to Execute, but is balanced by a
good understanding of market trends applied to its product strategy that moves Micro Focus
from the Challengers to the Visionaries quadrant this year.

Its customers are evenly distributed over multiple verticals, led by healthcare; banking, securities
and insurance; and education. Micro Focus' customers are evenly spread across the globe.

STRENGTHS

Perceiving the market's shift toward analytics-driven IAM, Micro Focus is able to align and
integrate its IGA offering with its portfolio of adjacent analytics products to address the rising
demand for risk-aware IAM approaches.



Micro Focus has a well-developed, worldwide channel network that provides local experience,
and helps to sell its products globally.

The vendor's IGA products have improved revenue growth for a second straight year after a
period of stagnation, indicating positive market response to product investments.

CAUTIONS

Role mining and role affinity analytics are poorly integrated with Identity Governance, requiring
multiple steps and involving import and export of data to produce actionable results.

Micro Focus is in the midst of a significant transformation of its IGA product line that will be
built around Identity Governance, for which development of features has been slow to catch up
with the market norms.

Its per-user pricing for some provisioning connectors for NetIQ Identity Manager is unique in
the market and can escalate costs rapidly for common deployment scenarios.

Omada

Denmark-based Omada offers Omada Identity Suite (OIS) as software and Omada Governance
as a Service in multiple cloud-hosted editions. OIS should particularly appeal to organizations
that require a flexible solution with strong reporting capabilities. Additionally, OIS is a very
compelling option for organizations burdened with long-standing, long-unaddressed limitations
in Microsoft Identity Manager (previously Microsoft Forefront Identity Manager [FIM]) and that
are trying to replace the product. Omada received investment by C5 Capital in 2015, leading to a
renewed focus on research and development, channel sales, partnership strategies and
marketing. Omada has been executing well on those areas throughout 2016, returning to growth
in product sales after several years of flat revenue.

One-quarter of Omada's customers are within banking, securities and insurance, and one-fifth are
in healthcare. The rest of its customers are evenly split across the remaining verticals. Its
customers are predominantly in Europe and North America.

STRENGTHS

Omada continues to be highly rated by customers for products, support and maintenance.

It has the only product that performed well consistently across every functional capability
when evaluating scenarios for the related Critical Capabilities research.

Despite a price increase in 2016, Omada remains one of the best-value IGA software vendors.

CAUTIONS

Outside Europe, a lack of brand recognition causes Omada to be overlooked by potential
buyers.

Omada can use either the aging Microsoft Identity Integration Server (MIIS) synchronization
engine or an in-house-developed alternative for automated provisioning. Although the latter
comes with a good collection of generic connectors, there are few out-of-the-box connectors
currently available.

Omada has started to ramp up its presence in regions apart from Europe and North America,
with new investments in local sales and support teams. Prospective buyers in regions where
Omada is ramping up are advised to get binding commitments for product implementation.

One Identity



One Identity

California-based One Identity, a Quest Software Business, offers One Identity Manager as
software. The solution stems from the relaunch of Quest as an independent entity after it was
spun off from Dell Software, which had acquired it in 2012. Gartner is cautiously optimistic about
One Identity's continued success as an independent entity, given the fact that the IGA team is
largely intact and has recently led improvements on many fronts.

The solution has traditionally had a strong following in Europe, and has markedly increased its
market share in North America. It is a good fit for companies requiring strong governance and
SAP integration. One Identity has customers across all major industry verticals.

STRENGTHS

One Identity Manager provides superior policy and role management features, with a rich role
framework supporting numerous types of roles and dynamic rules with sufficient flexibility to
control the behavior of how users are added and removed from roles.

One Identity's increased focus on partnerships with resellers and system integrators is fueling
rapid and continued improvement in execution.

One Identity provides deeper integration with complex applications than other vendors through
"connected system modules" that offer application-specific forms and reports.

CAUTIONS

One Identity represents a new brand operating in a new company. The company/brand identity
has been somewhat obscured by the Dell-EMC acquisition, which may confuse prospective
buyers.

One Identity Manager's support for auditing, reporting and analytics capabilities has seen
improvement since last year, but is still below average among products evaluated.

Although One Identity Manager provides an elegant end-user interface, its interfaces for
administration are fragmented and continue to rely on a Windows application for some
configuration activities.

Oracle

California-based Oracle offers its Oracle Identity Governance (OIG) Suite as a software solution
consisting of several modules. The solution is especially suited for organizations with complex
processes that require flexibility in the product and that are willing to invest in significant
professional services. Oracle's release of version 11gR2 PS3 in 2015 strengthened several
product aspects to present a fully unified IGA solution. Core product updates for 2016 have been
sparse; however, the company has spent significant efforts opening up IGA functions through
APIs and launching its Identity Cloud Service (IDCS).

Oracle has IGA customers well-distributed across industry verticals and widely spread across the
globe, supported by channel partners worldwide.

STRENGTHS

Oracle's IGA product is flexible and customizable, has a very efficient data model, and shifts
much processing to the database layer, which gives it a very good performance at scale.



Adding Oracle's IGA solution as part of the Fusion Middleware platform to a portfolio of other
Oracle IAM products can leverage synergies between those products, making it appealing to
existing Oracle customers that view the vendor as a strategic partner.

Oracle's global presence and global channel partners enable its IGA product to be deployed
worldwide.

CAUTIONS

The product is powerful, but more complex to work with than other products that were
evaluated. This complexity is consistently pointed out by customers.

Finding, training and retaining experienced in-house talent for Oracle's IGA product is difficult,
raising requirements for long-term professional services.

Clients considering making an investment into IGA managed services based on Oracle's
products and delivered by Oracle's partners should pay close attention to Oracle's strategy for
cloud-delivered IGA before making any long-term decision.

SailPoint

Texas-based SailPoint offers its IdentityIQ software solution with several optional modules, and
its IdentityNow solution as a service. SailPoint IdentityIQ and/or IdentityNow should appeal to
organizations with a strong governance focus. SailPoint recently launched its open identity
platform, offering a plug-in ecosystem for integration with other products from technology
partners, such as multiple PAM and ITSSM solutions.

The majority of its customers are in banking, securities and insurance. The rest are distributed
evenly among other verticals. SailPoint's customers are spread across the globe, with North
America and Europe leading in terms of deployments.

STRENGTHS

A well-functioning and large partner network gives SailPoint momentum to sell and deploy its
products worldwide, and provides an abundance of professional services skill sets.

Its strong messaging focus on identity enablement and generally favorable customer
references are responsible for the strong awareness and brand recognition that make it a
frequently evaluated vendor.

SailPoint has started to focus on healthcare and federal government, which will improve its
value proposition for these industries.

CAUTIONS

The vendor has become more aggressive with discounting to drive growth, but the product
pricing remains high relative to the market — especially among deals involving external users.

The product is difficult to customize; it works best when organizations can deploy the solution
by adapting to the way it is designed, rather than trying to do extensive customizing.

Companies with less than 2,500 users should expect that SailPoint will attempt to sell them its
IdentityNow cloud offering, which does not have feature parity with the on-premises IdentityIQ
solution.

SAP



Germany-based SAP offers an IGA solution consisting of several modules. IGA functionality is
sold as a combined on-premises solution consisting of SAP Access Control and SAP Identity
Management. A multitenant cloud solution is available via a set of services through SAP Cloud
Identity Access Governance and SAP Cloud Platform Identity Provisioning. Its solution
administers users and provisions accounts within SAP applications and other target systems. In
addition, it provides governance capabilities for heterogeneous environments and SOD controls
monitoring for SAP applications, as well as some other non-SAP applications. Its products are an
excellent fit for existing SAP customers that can take advantage of its extensive and unequalled
SAP application integration. However, its "SAP first" approach causes it to overlook the broader
needs, trends and drivers that exist in the IGA marketplace.

Its customers are found among a broad range of SAP's business and technology software,
leveraging common master data and processes for identity and access. Its customers are
distributed across many verticals, with utilities making up one-fifth, and manufacturing and
natural resources making up one-fifth.

STRENGTHS

SAP provides the most informative profile views for users in SAP Access Control and SAP
Cloud Identity Access Governance, not only providing information about entitlements but also
relevant statistics.

SAP Access Control offers rich access rights and event analytics, including "what-if" analytics
to support decision making related to cleanup activities.

Due to the inclusion of SAP Access Control, a full-featured SOD controls monitoring tool, as an
integral part of the IGA platform, SAP can offer deeper insight into complex business
applications than most other products in the IGA market.

CAUTIONS

Its IGA offering prioritizes integrations with other SAP products, making SAP Identity
Management and SAP Access Control only suitable for organizations with investments in SAP
solutions.

SAP's pricing practices are opaque and Gartner has observed wide variations in pricing offered
to clients, especially for SAP Access Control. Gartner clients are encouraged to contact us for
pricing reviews.

While there is noticeable innovation happening on the SAP Cloud Platform, the on-premises
products have not advanced much over the past year.

Saviynt

California-based Saviynt offers Saviynt Security Manager as a service or as software,
predominantly on a subscription basis. Several modules are available to support application,
data or infrastructure access governance for specific applications or environments, such as
Oracle, SAP, Epic, Amazon Web Services (AWS), Salesforce, Office 365, Okta and others. The
solution is a compelling option for organizations that are looking beyond traditional IGA for an
integrated risk-aware approach combining access management for applications, data and
infrastructure across multiple environments including the cloud, and that are willing to adopt new
technology from a small vendor.



Saviynt's clients are primarily based in North America, and the vendor is making progress with
expansion in Europe and the Asia/Pacific region. Clients are spread across multiple verticals,
with banking, securities and insurance leading, followed by manufacturing and natural resources,
healthcare, and utilities.

STRENGTHS

Saviynt has the most fully featured IGA solution delivered as a service of any vendor reviewed
in this Magic Quadrant.

The vendor leverages a powerful analytics base to combine IGA with elements of data access
governance (DAG), SOD controls monitoring and cloud access security brokerage (CASB) in a
single platform.

Saviynt is aggressively building a sustainable and robust partner ecosystem to help expand
sales and implementation capabilities, while simultaneously helping to ensure consistency in
the way that the products and services are delivered.

CAUTIONS

Saviynt needs to prove that it is able to execute on a global scale, as firms in other regions
remain concerned about data sovereignty and privacy issues.

Despite high growth in revenue, Saviynt remains a small independent vendor in a market that is
dominated by large vendors and that has seen extensive consolidation.

Its pricing is perceived by clients to be high relative to competing IGA products because of
Saviynt's tendency to bundle additional modules that are not core to IGA in its deals (such as
DAG, SOD controls monitoring and CASB).

Vendors Added and Dropped

We review and adjust our inclusion criteria for Magic Quadrants as markets change. As a result
of these adjustments, the mix of vendors in any Magic Quadrant may change over time. A
vendor's appearance in a Magic Quadrant one year and not the next does not necessarily indicate
that we have changed our opinion of that vendor. It may be a reflection of a change in the market
and, therefore, changed evaluation criteria, or of a change of focus by that vendor.

Added

No vendors were added in this year's Magic Quadrant.

Dropped

As a consequence of the elevated minimum revenue inclusion criterion for this year's Magic
Quadrant, the following vendor that offers credible solutions for IGA and was included in last
year's Magic Quadrant has not been included in this year's Magic Quadrant:

Canada-based Hitachi ID Systems offers the Hitachi ID Identity and Access Management Suite
as a software solution, with two modules that can be licensed separately. It is one of the most
affordable IGA solutions for managing employees and contractors. It is a good option for IT
buyers who are looking for a flexible account and password management solution that is
simple to deploy and has strong support for policy-based administration. The product scored
very well in three of four use cases in the 2016 Critical Capabilities for Identity Governance and
Administration. The majority of its customers are in North America, with Europe being a distant
second.

Other Notable Vendors



Other Notable Vendors

The following vendors have credible IGA offerings, but did not meet the inclusion criteria for this
Magic Quadrant:

Avatier, based in California, offers the Avatier Identity Management Suite (AIMS) as software
with multiple, separately licensed modules.

Germany-based Beta Systems offers its Security Access Manager Enterprise Identity Manager
(SAM EIM) for governance and provisioning functions, and Garancy Access Intelligence
Manager (AIM) for analytics. Most of its customers are in Europe, followed by North America.

Singapore-based Deep Identity offers an IGA solution as software or as a service in the form of
its Identity Audit & Compliance Manager (Deep IACM) and Identity Manager (Deep IM)
products. The products are popular in Asia, and the vendor is extending into other geographies.

Ohio-based EmpowerID offers a suite of IAM tools that includes IGA capabilities as software
and as a service.

Brazil-based e-trust's Horacius product is available as software and as a service. The product
has special capabilities to help its customers comply with Brazilian federal regulations
concerning data privacy and integration with the eSocial government portal, making it popular
in that geography.

Florida-based Fischer International has a long history with IGA with its Fischer Identity Suite
delivered as a service and as software.

ForgeRock, based in California, offers an open-source software product called ForgeRock
Identity Management, built from the OpenIDM open-source project, with a focus on REST-
based APIs and scalability, which makes it popular with organizations needing large customer-
or citizen-facing provisioning solutions.

Texas-based Identity Automation offers RapidIdentity as software or as a service. The solution
supports typical IGA capabilities, as well as group management and folder/file access
management.

Microsoft Identity Manager (MIM) is a rebranding of the previous Forefront Identity Manager
(FIM) product that is primarily offered as a part of Azure Active Directory Premium and
Enterprise Mobility Suite (EMS), although MIM is also sold stand-alone. Microsoft's strategy for
the product is primarily to extend Microsoft Azure Active Directory's cloud-based identity
management capabilities with on-premises identity management. MIM does not fulfill the
minimum capabilities required for an IGA product, and at the time of writing does not have a
viable roadmap for the sustained development of multiple core IGA capabilities. Most of this
stems from aging technology that Microsoft bought from BHOLD, which has only seen limited
further development. Gartner understands that no further capabilities will be added to the
BHOLD component; however, it will be supported as part of MIM's support life cycle. Gartner
believes (although Microsoft has not officially confirmed this) that the BHOLD component will
eventually be deprecated and replaced with something else. However, it is not clear what this
replacement will be and when it is expected. MIM can be a compelling option when significant
in-house experience exists or there is a significant prior investment made in the technology
and its deployment. However, most organizations will face significant shortcomings around
governance capabilities that will require the product to either be replaced or supplemented
with additional IGA technology. Many vendors listed in this Magic Quadrant have solutions that



can work by adding a governance layer to MIM. Among those options, Omada stands out as a
migration option because it seamlessly integrates with, extends and wraps around MIM,
allowing an extension, followed by a gradual migration off MIM to a separate fulfillment layer
when required.

Free Open-Source Software (FOSS) Alternatives

Two options are available for organizations that are looking for a free open-source alternative,
and are either willing to support the deployment themselves or contract a third party for support
(see "Open-Source Options for Identity and Access Management, 2015 Update" ):

MidPoint (http://www.evolveum.com/midpoint) is the most capable FOSS option for IGA,
measured by availability of features. It is based on a provisioning system with synchronization
and reconciliation and a UI for end users that implements a shopping cart paradigm. MidPoint
features role-based access control (RBAC) using a hierarchical role catalog with fine-grained
access control and delegated administration over role management. Access certification and
basic segregation of duties controls monitoring is also supported. MidPoint is licensed under
the Apache License, Version 2.0 and several vendors provide commercial support.

Apache Syncope (http://syncope.apache.org/) is an open-source provisioning system maintained
by the Apache Software Foundation. It offers many functions around user administration and
provisioning, and has auditing, certification and reporting capabilities. Syncope is licensed
under the Apache License, Version 2.0. It has an active international developer community with
critical mass. Tirasa (http://syncope.tirasa.net/) provides commercial support for Syncope.

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
To qualify for inclusion, vendor organizations must:

Have booked a total revenue of at least $18 million for IGA products and subscriptions
(inclusive of maintenance revenue) for any period of 12 consecutive months (fiscal year)
between 1 January 2015 and 30 September 2016.

Sell and support their own IGA product or service developed in-house, rather than offer it as a
reseller or third-party provider.

Have sold their IGA product or service to customers in different verticals or industries (that is,
vendors who only sell their product within a particular industry or vertical are excluded).

To further qualify for inclusion in the 2017 Magic Quadrant for Identity Governance and
Administration, the vendor's IGA product/solution must offer:

An integrated identity repository that masters information about people for whom access to
managed information systems must be administered; along with the ability to support multiple
identity life cycles to manage this information, including synchronization with authoritative
sources (such as HR systems) as well as administrative workflows.

Tools for application entitlement discovery, mining, management and enrichment, including the
maintenance of an entitlements catalog.

Functionality to manage the linkage of identities with accounts and entitlements, including the
ability to tell who has access to what, and who is responsible for maintaining an account or
entitlement.

http://www.evolveum.com/midpoint
http://syncope.apache.org/
http://syncope.tirasa.net/


Tools to manage the end-to-end process of requesting access through business-friendly user
interfaces by end users with approval workflows.

Support for role-based administration across multiple applications, including governance over
role engineering and administration as well as integrated role mining and role analytics to
allow for replacement of direct entitlement assignments for users with role assignments.

Facilities for specifying and enforcing policies such as those that govern automatic
assignment (and removal) of roles and entitlements; visibility of roles and entitlements for
selection in access requests; dependencies and incompatibilities between roles and
entitlements; and so on.

Support for specification and execution of access certification campaigns covering identities
and entitlement assignments involving specified actors (i.e., managers, resource/application
owners, etc.).

Tools to reconcile data from target systems with IGA data for multiple targeted technical
environments, for example, Windows, iSeries, Unix/Linux, multiple applications and SaaS.

Tools and connectors to automatically propagate changes to target systems (direct fulfillment,
or "provisioning"), as well as indirect fulfillment where changes are made using workflows or
external processes (such as service tickets submitted through ITSSM tools).

Analytics and reporting of identities, entitlement assignments and administrative actions.

Underlying architecture for the above, including connector architecture for data collection and
fulfilment actions.

Products must be deployed for use with customer production environments for purposes
consistent with objectives of IGA.

Changes in Inclusion Criteria From Last Year

With respect to the 2016 Magic Quadrant inclusion criteria, the following has changed:

The minimum revenue was raised to focus this research on the segment of the market that is
most relevant across Gartner's customers; meaning that a vendor must have roughly 1%
market share by revenue to be included in this research.

Password management has been removed as an inclusion criterion, a decision taken as
Gartner has noticed a de-emphasis on password management in requirement specifications
coming from client organizations. Many organizations already have previously deployed
password management capabilities before considering an investment in IGA solutions.

Evaluation Criteria

Ability to Execute

Product or Service: Core goods and services that compete in and/or serve the defined market.
This includes current product and service capabilities, quality, feature sets, skills, etc. This can be
offered natively or through OEM agreements/partnerships as defined in the market definition and
detailed in the subcriteria. Specific subcriteria are:

Identity life cycle



Entitlement management

Access requests

Workflow

Policy and role management

Access certification

Fulfillment

Auditing

Reporting and analytics

Ease of deployment

Scalability and performance

Overall Viability (Business Unit, Financial, Strategy, Organization): Viability includes an
assessment of the organization's overall financial health, as well as the financial and practical
success of the business unit. It views the likelihood of the individual business unit to continue to
invest in its IGA product, continue offering the product and continue advancing the state of the
art within the organization's portfolio of IGA products. Factors include:

Revenue growth and trends in revenue mix (license sales, maintenance, subscriptions,
services)

Customer acquisition and retention

Importance of IGA product and business unit in overall organization

Sales Execution/Pricing: The organization's capabilities in all presales activities and the
structure that supports them. This includes deal management, pricing and negotiation, presales
support, and the overall effectiveness of the sales channel. Factors include:

Growth in license sales

Value (price relative to product quality)

Market Responsiveness/Record: The ability to respond, change direction, be flexible and achieve
competitive success as opportunities develop, competitors act, customer needs evolve and
market dynamics change. This criterion also considers the vendor's history of responsiveness to
changing market demands. Factors include:

Meeting customer needs in different use cases

General responsiveness within the past 24 months

Responsiveness to market developments of other adjacent technologies

Marketing Execution: The clarity, quality, creativity and efficacy of programs designed to deliver
the organization's message in order to influence the market, promote the brand, increase
awareness of products and establish a positive identification in the minds of customers. This
mind share can be driven by a combination of publicity, promotional, thought leadership, social
media, referrals and sales activities. Factors include:

Marketing activities and messaging



Visibility

Brand depth and equity

Buyer understanding

Customer Experience: Products and services and/or programs that enable customers to achieve
anticipated results with the products evaluated. Specifically, this includes quality supplier/buyer
interactions with technical support, or account support. This may also include ancillary tools,
customer support programs, availability of user groups, service-level agreements, etc. We are
specifically focused on those that add value to the client (rather than adding upsell capabilities to
the vendor). Factors include:

Customer relationships and services

Customer satisfaction

Reference customer feedback (if reference customers are provided)

Other Gartner client feedback (including information gathered in inquiry, and from customer
interactions, customer surveys and other Gartner data sources [such as Peer Insights]).

Operations: The ability of the organization to meet goals and commitments. Factors considered
are quality of the organizational structure, skills, experiences, programs, systems and other
vehicles that enable the organization to operate effectively and efficiently. Additional factors
include:

People

Organizational changes

Processes

Table 1.   Ability to Execute Evaluation Criteria

Evaluation Criteria Weighting

Product or Service High

Overall Viability Medium

Sales Execution/Pricing Medium

Market Responsiveness/Record High

Marketing Execution Medium

Customer Experience High

Operations Medium

Source: Gartner (February 2017)

Completeness of Vision



Completeness of Vision

Market Understanding: The ability to understand customer needs and translate them into
products and services. Vendors that show a clear vision of their market listen to and understand
customer demands, and can shape or enhance market changes with their added vision. Factors
include:

Understanding customer needs

Identifying market trends and changes

Marketing Strategy: Clear, differentiated messaging consistently communicated internally, and
externalized through social media, advertising, customer programs and positioning statements.
Factors include:

Communications and brand awareness

Use of media

Marketing organization

Sales Strategy: A sound strategy for selling that uses the appropriate networks, including direct
and indirect sales, marketing, service, and communication. Partners should extend the scope
and depth of the vendor's market reach, expertise, technologies, services and customer base.
Factors include:

Understanding buyers

Sales organization (including use of partnerships, value-added resellers [VARs] and system
integrators [SIs])

Channel revenue

Offering (Product) Strategy: An approach to product development and delivery that emphasizes
market differentiation, functionality, methodology and features as they map to current and future
requirements. Factors include:

Meeting customers' selection criteria

Meeting the needs created by the Nexus of Forces

The vendor's development plans, participation in IGA and adjacent standards development

Business Model: The design, logic and execution of the organization's business proposition to
achieve continued success.

Vertical/Industry Strategy: The strategy to direct resources (sales, product, development), skills
and products to meet the specific needs of individual market segments, including vertical
industries. Factors include:

Applicability of offering to specific vertical industries or sizes of organizations

Strategy

Innovation: Direct, related, complementary and synergistic layouts of resources, expertise or
capital for investment, consolidation, defensive or preemptive purposes. Factors include:

Foundational, distinguishing technical and nontechnical innovations made over the course of
the product



Recent technical and nontechnical innovations introduced since October 2015

The vendor's roadmap over the next few years

Culture

Past innovations made 12 to 24 months ago

Geographic Strategy: The vendor's strategy to direct resources, skills and offerings to meet the
specific needs of geographies outside its home or native geography, either directly or through
partners, channels and subsidiaries, as appropriate for that geography and market. Factors
include:

The presence of the vendor in international markets

Trends that support the spread of the vendor's products and services into other geographies

Strategies for expanding global reach

Multilingual support and availability of support and services in distinct geographies

Table 2.   Completeness of Vision Evaluation Criteria

Evaluation Criteria Weighting

Market Understanding Medium

Marketing Strategy Medium

Sales Strategy Medium

Offering (Product) Strategy Medium

Business Model Medium

Vertical/Industry Strategy Medium

Innovation High

Geographic Strategy Medium

Source: Gartner (February 2017)

Quadrant Descriptions

Leaders

IGA Leaders deliver a comprehensive toolset for governance and administration of identity and
access. These vendors have successfully built a significant installed customer base and revenue
stream, and have high viability ratings and robust revenue growth. Leaders also show evidence of



superior vision and execution for anticipated requirements related to technology, methodology or
means of delivery. Leaders typically demonstrate customer satisfaction with IGA capabilities
and/or related service and support.

Challengers

IGA Challengers deliver a relatively strong set of governance and administration features for
identity and access. Some have major clients using their IGA solution. Challengers also show
strong execution, and most have significant sales and brand presence. However, Challengers
have not yet demonstrated the feature completeness, scale of deployment or vision for IGA that
Leaders have. Rather, their vision and execution for technology, methodology and/or means of
delivery tend to be more focused or restricted to specific platforms, geographies or services.
Clients of Challengers are relatively satisfied, but ask for additional IGA features as they mature.

Visionaries

Vendors in the Visionaries quadrant provide products that meet many IGA client requirements,
but may not have the means (such as budget, personnel, geographic presence, visibility and so
on) to execute as Leaders do. Due to smaller size, there may be initial concerns among some
potential buyers regarding long-term viability. Visionaries are noted for their innovative approach
to IGA technology, methodology and/or means of delivery. They often may have unique features,
and may be focused on a specific industry or specific set of use cases, more so than others.
Visionaries are often the technology leaders in evolving markets such as IGA, and enterprises
that seek the latest solutions often look to Visionaries.

Niche Players

Niche Players provide IGA technology that is a good match for specific IGA use cases or
methodology. They may focus on specific industries and can actually outperform many
competitors. They may focus their IGA features primarily on a specific vendor's applications, data
and/or infrastructure. Vendors in this quadrant often have a small installed base, a limited
investment in IGA, a geographically limited footprint or other factors that inhibit providing a
broader set of capabilities to enterprises now and during the 12-month planning horizon.
Inclusion in this quadrant, however, does not reflect negatively on the vendor's value in the more
narrowly focused service spectrum. Niche solutions can be very effective in their area of focus.

Context
Your needs and circumstances should determine how you use the Magic Quadrant, not the other
way around. To evaluate vendors in the Leaders quadrant only and ignore those in other
quadrants is risky and thus discouraged. For example, a vendor in the Niche Players quadrant
could offer functions that are ideally suited to your needs. Similarly, a Leader may not offer
functions that meet your requirements — for example, its offerings may cost more than
competitors, or it may not support your region or industry. Use the Magic Quadrant to narrow
your list of choices, but do not base your decision only on the model. Talk to the Gartner analysts
who created the research for more details and insight.

Do not use the Magic Quadrant as a decision support tool to gauge the completeness or quality
of products within the IGA market. Use the Critical Capabilities for Identity Governance and
Administration research instead, which is published shortly after the Magic Quadrant.
Furthermore, use the guidance in "Evaluation Criteria for Identity Governance and Administration"
to help you refine your criteria for product selection.



Vendor positioning in Magic Quadrants illustrates useful information about vendors. For
example, if you want to make a strategic investment in a technology, a vendor's viability and
market responsiveness/record will be critical. Therefore, weight a vendor's Ability to Execute
more heavily than its Completeness of Vision, and evaluate Challengers before Visionaries.
Conversely, if you can gain a competitive advantage by investing in an emerging technology,
evaluate Visionaries before Challengers.

Organizations that take on IAM initiatives will require a combination of several technologies. IGA
is the central technology that manages the information about identities, accounts and
entitlements. It interacts and, in some cases, even overlaps with:

Authentication: This is the real-time corroboration of a person's claimed digital identity with an
implied or notional level of trust. Methods are typically classified by the kind of authentication
factors that they use, alone or in combination; contextual/analytic techniques now supplement
the canonical three factors: "what you know, hold and are." Many IGA products have the
possibility to manage passwords (even though this capability is no longer evaluated in this
iteration of the Magic Quadrant). Some IGA products can even go beyond passwords and help
fulfill or manage data related to authentication services, such as provision keys (see "Market
Guide for User Authentication" ).

Access management: These include web access management and API gateways. These
functions leverage identity information managed by IGA products, and work together with
authentication technology to control access to resources (see "Market Guide for Web Access
Management Software" ). Some of these features are provided by identity and access
management as a service (IDaaS; see "Magic Quadrant for Identity and Access Management
as a Service, Worldwide" ).

Directory services: These hold information about users and groups, and are provisioned by
IGA.

PAM: These tools are used to enforce policies concerning privileged access, and they
complement IGA tools. Where IGA tools manage accounts and identities, PAM tools control
access to privileged accounts, and will enforce processes and monitor the use of
administrative privileges (see "Market Guide for Privileged Access Management" ).

Alternatives to IGA Software

Active Directory focus: Organizations with use cases that are centered around the Microsoft
environment may be able to use Microsoft-centric resource administration tools in lieu of IGA
tools to manage identities, accounts and permissions within this restricted scenario (see
"Technology Overview for Active Directory IAM Tools" ).

Consumer-focused IAM: While many vendors in this Magic Quadrant sell their IGA solutions to
support consumer IAM use cases, a number of vendors focus on delivering distinct products
and services focused on managing consumer identities (see "Finding the Right Consumer IAM
Products, 2016 Update" ).

Segregation-of-duty control monitoring tools are products that provide organizations with the
means to analyze and manage risks associated with SOD conflicts, sensitive access and other
types of policy violations for specific applications with complex, role-based authorization
models, such as those from Epic, Infor, Microsoft, Oracle and SAP. These tools are generally
composed of six key features: risk analysis, compliant provisioning, emergency access



management, role management, access certification and transaction management. However,
SOD control monitoring tools lack identity life cycle components and the ability to work with a
broad range of applications and directory services used in most environments.

IT service support management tools offer service catalogs and support access request
fulfillment by simplifying both the documentation of orderable IT service offerings and the
creation of a portal that enables end users and business unit customers to easily submit IT
service requests. This portal includes space for clear information on service pricing, service-
level commitments, escalation-/exception-handling procedures, as well as how to request IT
services. IT service catalog tools also provide a process workflow engine to automate, manage
and track service request fulfillment. Some clients are using this technology to provide self-
service access requests and automate fulfillment. However, unlike IGA tools, ITSSM tools do
not manage identity and entitlement life cycles nor implement governance capabilities.

Selection Criteria

Organizations should consider IGA products from vendors in every quadrant of this Magic
Quadrant based on their specific functional and operational requirements. Product selection
decisions should be driven by several factors, including:

Does the vendor sufficiently address my requirements in terms of the required technical
capabilities?

What is the total cost related to deploying the tool, including any consulting or professional
services?

What is the estimated length of time needed to deploy the tools?

Does the vendor have an efficient, working partner network that can quickly deliver specialized
services around the deployment and operation of the IGA products?

Is support available locally, in the language of your organization and during regular business
hours within your geographies?

How easy is it to integrate this technology into your existing infrastructure? Will your IT
organization be able to support it?

Can the vendor provide a tool that will offer best practices for you to adopt, or must you have a
tool that allows easy customization to match your special processes? In general,
customizations tend to be costly to implement and support and, thus, should be avoided,
although they may be necessary in some specific cases.

Will your business users find it easy to work with this technology? How will it enable them, and
the business?

Does this vendor help your organization deliver compliance with security policies and
regulations more effectively?

Does this vendor align with your organization's future roadmap of adopting technology or
changing business requirements? If so, can this vendor be an enabler for driving this change
through your organization?

Market Overview



In last year's Magic Quadrant, Gartner observed an increasing maturity of IGA products, to the
point where the majority of products can fulfill all of the most common use cases. In 2016, the
IGA market has entered a significant change phase: many IGA vendors are either building out
cloud-delivered IGA, bolstering their on-premises solutions to include SaaS connectors, or
establishing new IGA offerings delivered as a service — the race to the cloud is on. As the
options for cloud-delivered IGA are increasing, some vendors are creating cloud options that are
leading to a fragmentation of their product lines.

IAM leaders should be aware of the functional differences and trade-offs between on-premises
and cloud-delivered IGA as of today, versus the expected evolution of cloud-delivered IGA, and
plan accordingly. Gartner expects cloud-delivered IGA to evolve rapidly and significantly in the
medium term. Hybrid IAM can be a good compromise for some organizations — for example on-
premises IGA in combination with a service offering from the same vendor, or with another IDaaS
vendor (see "Magic Quadrant for Identity and Access Management as a Service, Worldwide" ).

Gartner has observed some organizations deploying a hybrid model between on-premises and
cloud-delivered IGA functions: IGA on-premises, supplemented by web-centric IDaaS for
workforce-to-SaaS access; full IGA delivered as a service for managing business partners; and
cloud identity stores for managing consumers. This allows organizations to build a best-of-breed
solution with IGA in combination with managing access to cloud applications. For cloud-
delivered IGA to be viable, it has to reach into the on-premises environment, and this is where
most IGA-delivered-as-a-service options still significantly lack maturity (see "How to Choose
Between On-Premises and IDaaS Delivery Models for Identity and Access Management" ).

Gartner also observes the following trends:

A major emerging trend among innovative vendors is integration of IGA with user and entity
behavior analytics (UEBA) capabilities to allow for a more intelligent real-time detection and
response capacity. Gartner has noticed this on the product roadmaps and strategy for several
vendors, and Core Security is already executing on this. An increased focus on threat
protection, including insider threats, is driving IGA products to mature by providing more value
to organizations wanting to improve their security posture. They accomplish this by providing
better and faster security incident detection and response capabilities in addition to the
classical IGA drivers of support for compliance and business enablement.

The state of the art and adoption of analytics is rapidly increasing. Mature organizations that
are looking for a risk-aware approach to identity management have come to the conclusion
that traditional access certification methods are inexact, labor-intensive, error-prone and
insufficient to properly address inherent risks. Applying analytics to help in the definition of
policies to automatically grant common patterns of access is an evolution of role mining that
reduces manual effort, saves time and has the potential to eliminate errors. Analytics can also
help by adding support for advanced risk analysis, fine-grained SOD analysis across the
spectrum of corporate business systems with complex authorization models (such as ERP,
CRM and electronic health record [EHR] products), and decision support for procedural
controls such as approvals and certifications.

Several vendors have now added mobile apps or special mobile web interfaces to cater to
targeted business requirements such as approval processes, password reset, access requests
and certifications, continuing a trend that we noticed already last year.



Vendors are continuing to spend effort to alleviate complex deployment and upgrade
processes, with virtual appliance-based models becoming more popular. Several vendors have
also made significant efforts to make their product easier to deploy, administer, customize and
trace/debug (especially in terms of workflows and connectors).

Similarly, a few vendors are providing libraries of workflow templates to better fit common
business processes, thereby reducing startup cost/time and simplifying customization. Some
of those vendors are even taking that a step further, providing a set of reference builds that
bring together workflow templates and user experience elements to produce a specific
configuration of their product that is more closely aligned with the needs of the customer.

Due to user experience being an important selection criterion across a range of business use
cases, most vendors have either significantly re-engineered their IGA business user interfaces
or are in the midst of doing so — some vendors are in a multiyear UI refresh touching several
product components.

Clients continue to ask about using IT service support management tools (especially
ServiceNow) in combination with IGA product. The most common use case is to use ITSSM
tools for manual fulfillment (when a change gets triggered by IGA as a service ticket). Some
clients are also looking at using ITSSM tools as the front end for access requests, and several
vendors have invested in bidirectional integration with ITSSM tools, as well as exposed internal
IGA services via APIs to facilitate this integration. Yet, this second type of integration is not
without complications due to the lack of entitlement catalog context available to the ITSSM
tool for making access requests. For detailed guidance, see "Integrate IAM With ServiceNow or
BMC for Streamlined Business Services."

Customers are realizing that application and data access are closely related, which is driving
interest in integration of IGA with data access governance products for more mature
organizations. Several vendors such, as SailPoint, Micro Focus, One Identity and Saviynt
already have DAG products; others are partnering with DAG vendors or are in discussions with
potential partners. Since DAG tools provide important context, their inclusion will be important
for organizations looking to make use of security intelligence to improve their detection and
response capabilities. Future Gartner research will explicitly address this intersection of IAM
and data security.

The emergence of cloud identity stores and cloud directories for consumer identities
management use cases has put pressure on IGA vendors to keep their solutions competitive in
terms of scalability, performance and pricing for those use cases as well. Consumer identity
management is different from workforce-focused IGA — solutions focused on the latter, such
as those covered in this Magic Quadrant, have many features and capabilities that are not
needed for consumer IAM. Most IGA vendors are reacting to this pressure by aggressively
discounting for external identities such as consumers, while others are offering special
editions of their products for external identity management (see "Finding the Right Consumer
IAM Products, 2016 Update" ). Vendors are reacting to this demand by discounting for
consumer identities and making changes to their product architecture to increase scalability.

Virtually every IGA vendor now supports the System for Cross-Domain Identity Management
(SCIM) standard for SaaS provisioning, and some vendors are using SCIM internally in the
backbone of their connector framework. SCIM support is nascent for SaaS vendors, but
adoption is beginning and there are several large SaaS vendors supporting the standard.



Emphasis on total cost of ownership (TCO) as a selection criterion has continued. The desire
for more cost-effective solutions drives adoption of "good enough" solutions from smaller
vendors inside and outside the Magic Quadrant. This is also putting pressure on sales to offer
competitive pricing and discounts, rather than value-based pricing.

Integration between IGA products and PAM products is continuing. In 2016, more technology
partnerships were announced between IGA and PAM vendors, and most IGA vendors support
integration with at least one PAM product for specific use cases. Integration between IGA and
PAM was always possible in a loosely coupled manner, but API-level integration allows for
provisioning of privileged accounts and privileged account governance.

Organizations that have had IGA platforms for five-plus years are beginning to re-evaluate their
vendor platforms, looking for a better user experience, reduced overhead (fewer people need
to support/configure the product), ease of deployment and increased scalability.

Several vendors this year went through significant changes in and restructuring of their IGA
offerings and positioning due to acquisitions, investments, or changes within leadership or
product management teams, and this has been indicated in the Strengths and Cautions sections.
In 2016, the market size for IGA was estimated to be $2.18 billion, with an annual growth rate of
12% from 2015 to 2016 ($1.94 billion to $2.18 billion). The most important market trend this year
has been a modest decrease in license costs as more vendors have become more aggressive
with discounts to win competitive deals. TCO continues to be a focus for client scrutiny for the
majority of clients seeking replacements for existing products, suggesting that TCO was the
primary reason for making a switch.

Evidence
The following sources were used in the creation of this research:

Gartner client interactions

A comprehensive vendor survey that aligned with the evaluation criteria

Recorded product demos for assigned scenarios from participating vendors

Phone interviews with and online surveys completed by vendor-provided references, and
customers of vendors identified by Gartner

Feedback from Gartner Peer Insights

Secondary research services to support the overall viability evaluation criterion

Evaluation Criteria Definitions

Ability to Execute

Product/Service: Core goods and services offered by the vendor for the defined market. This
includes current product/service capabilities, quality, feature sets, skills and so on, whether
offered natively or through OEM agreements/partnerships as defined in the market definition and
detailed in the subcriteria.

Overall Viability: Viability includes an assessment of the overall organization's financial health,
the financial and practical success of the business unit, and the likelihood that the individual
business unit will continue investing in the product, will continue offering the product and will



advance the state of the art within the organization's portfolio of products.

Sales Execution/Pricing: The vendor's capabilities in all presales activities and the structure that
supports them. This includes deal management, pricing and negotiation, presales support, and
the overall effectiveness of the sales channel.

Market Responsiveness/Record: Ability to respond, change direction, be flexible and achieve
competitive success as opportunities develop, competitors act, customer needs evolve and
market dynamics change. This criterion also considers the vendor's history of responsiveness.

Marketing Execution: The clarity, quality, creativity and efficacy of programs designed to deliver
the organization's message to influence the market, promote the brand and business, increase
awareness of the products, and establish a positive identification with the product/brand and
organization in the minds of buyers. This "mind share" can be driven by a combination of
publicity, promotional initiatives, thought leadership, word of mouth and sales activities.

Customer Experience: Relationships, products and services/programs that enable clients to be
successful with the products evaluated. Specifically, this includes the ways customers receive
technical support or account support. This can also include ancillary tools, customer support
programs (and the quality thereof), availability of user groups, service-level agreements and so
on.

Operations: The ability of the organization to meet its goals and commitments. Factors include
the quality of the organizational structure, including skills, experiences, programs, systems and
other vehicles that enable the organization to operate effectively and efficiently on an ongoing
basis.

Completeness of Vision

Market Understanding: Ability of the vendor to understand buyers' wants and needs and to
translate those into products and services. Vendors that show the highest degree of vision listen
to and understand buyers' wants and needs, and can shape or enhance those with their added
vision.

Marketing Strategy: A clear, differentiated set of messages consistently communicated
throughout the organization and externalized through the website, advertising, customer
programs and positioning statements.

Sales Strategy: The strategy for selling products that uses the appropriate network of direct and
indirect sales, marketing, service, and communication affiliates that extend the scope and depth
of market reach, skills, expertise, technologies, services and the customer base.

Offering (Product) Strategy: The vendor's approach to product development and delivery that
emphasizes differentiation, functionality, methodology and feature sets as they map to current
and future requirements.

Business Model: The soundness and logic of the vendor's underlying business proposition.

Vertical/Industry Strategy: The vendor's strategy to direct resources, skills and offerings to meet
the specific needs of individual market segments, including vertical markets.

Innovation: Direct, related, complementary and synergistic layouts of resources, expertise or
capital for investment, consolidation, defensive or pre-emptive purposes.



Geographic Strategy: The vendor's strategy to direct resources, skills and offerings to meet the
specific needs of geographies outside the "home" or native geography, either directly or through
partners, channels and subsidiaries as appropriate for that geography and market.
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